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Abstract—Improvements in clock speed and exploitation of
Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP) hit a roadblock during mid2000s. This, coupled with the demise of Dennard scaling, led
to the rise of multi-core machines. Today, multi-core processors
are ubiquitous and architects have moved to specialization to
work around the walls hit by single-core performance and chip
Thermal Design Power (TDP). The pressure of innovation in the
aftermath of Dennard scaling is shifting to software developers,
who are required to write programs that make the most effective
use of underlying hardware. This work presents quantitative and
qualitative analyses of how software has evolved to reap the
benefits of multi-core and heterogeneous computers, compared
to state-of-the-art systems in 2000 and 2010. We study a wide
spectrum of commonly-used applications on a state-of-the-art
desktop machine and analyze two important metrics, ThreadLevel Parallelism (TLP) and GPU utilization.
We compare the results to prior work over the last two
decades, which state that 2-3 CPU cores are sufficient for most
applications and that the GPU is usually under-utilized. Our
analyses show that the harnessed parallelism has improved and
emerging workloads show good utilization of hardware resources.
The average TLP across the applications we study is 3.1, with
most applications attaining the maximum instantaneous TLP
of 12 during execution. The GPU is over-provisioned for most
applications, but workloads such as cryptocurrency mining utilize
it to the fullest. Overall, we conclude that the effectiveness of
software in utilizing the underlying hardware has improved, but
still has scope for optimizations.
Index Terms—Benchmarking, Multi-Core, Desktop Applications, Thread-Level Parallelism, GPU utilization, Virtual Reality,
Cryptocurrency Mining, Characterization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Innovation in the domain of improving single-threaded
performance hit a plateau in the early 21st century. Anticipating the end of Dennard scaling, which states that power
density of a chip remains almost constant across technology
nodes [10], the hardware industry swiftly pivoted towards
multi-core processors. The post-Dennard scaling era is plagued
by the problem of dark silicon, caused because improvements
in cooling technology failed to keep up with the Thermal
Design Power (TDP) requirements of newer technology node
chips [11]. Today, the hardware world is experiencing a move
to specialization, trading away silicon area for gains in energy
efficiency [32, 37]. Modern systems are almost ubiquitously
heterogeneous, involving a combination of the CPU with
a GPU and/or fixed-function accelerators. Common desktop
systems at homes and offices have 4-8 logical CPUs with a
discrete GPU connected via PCI-Express.

User requirements are significantly diverse. Gamers, for
example, require a high-end machine with an advanced GPU
and efficient cooling. On the other hand, for a user who uses
their system primarily to browse the web and watch videos, it
is cost-inefficient to own a system with a high-end GPU. Thus,
it is worthwhile to analyze the characteristics of commonly
used applications tailored toward different users.
We repeat some of the experiments of an eight-year old
work by Blake et al. [3], characterizing the parallelism exploited by software in desktop workstations. To analyze how
a wide spectrum of commonly used desktop applications have
evolved to utilize available hardware, we use the metrics of
Thread Level Parallelism (TLP) and GPU utilization. Our
application suite consists of a diverse choice of traditional
desktop applications, such as web browsers, video authoring
utilities, media players, as well as emerging applications,
such as personal assistants, cryptocurrency miners and virtual
reality (VR) games. In addition to the metrics mentioned
earlier, we analyze the effect of core scaling and simultaneous
multi-threading (SMT) on these applications.
This work attempts to answer the following questions:
• Have modern versions of legacy software, and newer
software that have replaced them, been keeping up with
advances in hardware technology?
• How well do contemporary and emerging applications
utilize the parallelism in the underlying hardware?
• What is the impact of core scaling, SMT and the GPU
on the performance of applications?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the parallelism analyses done 18 and 10 years
ago [3, 13, 14], and emerging applications that have evolved
from advancements in hardware since then. Section III describes the system used for benchmarking, the metrics we
study, trace collection methodology and the automation technique used to obtain consistent measurements. Section IV
details each testbench and Section V contains evaluation of
trends in parallelism. Section VI presents work related to characterization of different workloads. We discuss key takeaways
and suggestions for software developers to better harness the
hardware in Section VII and conclude in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
This study provides an 18-year perspective on the evolution
of parallelism in desktop workloads. In early 2000, when
uniprocessors were prevalent, Flautner et al. [13, 14] evaluated

